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onnection between the non-
equilibrium and equilibrium solvation dynamics of
tryptophan: success and failure of the linear
response theory of fluorescence Stokes shift†

Xiaofang Wang,a Jirui Guo,a Tanping Li *a and Zhiyi Weib

The connections between the non-equilibrium solvation dynamics upon optical transitions and the

system's equilibrium fluctuations are explored in aqueous liquid. Linear response theory correlates time-

dependent fluorescence with the equilibrium time correlation functions. In the previous work [T. Li, J.

Chem. Theory Comput., 2017, 13, 1867], Stokes shift was explicitly decomposed into the contributions of

various order time correlation functions on the excited state surface. Gaussian fluctuations of the

solute–solvent interactions validate linear response theory. Correspondingly, the deviation of the

Gaussian statistics causes the inefficiency of linear response evaluation. The above mechanism is

thoroughly tested in this study. By employing molecular simulations, multiple non-equilibrium processes,

not necessarily initiated from the ground state equilibrium minimum, were examined for tryptophan.

Both the success and failure of linear response theory are found for this simple system and the

mechanism is analyzed. These observations, assisted by the width dynamics, the initial state linear

response approach, and the variation of the solvation structures, integrally verify the virtue of the excited

state Gaussian statistics on the dynamics of Stokes shift.
Introduction

Fluorescence Stokes shi is applied extensively to probe solva-
tion dynamics and chemical reactions in aqueous medium.1–6

Photon excitation of a chromophore solute enables charge
redistribution from its electronic ground state to the excited
state, leading to rotation/diffusional motions of the environ-
mental solvent molecules. The chromophore returns to the
ground state emitting uorescence. The analysis of spectro-
scopic data reveals the relaxation process of the solvent.7–11

Linear response theory correlates the non-equilibrium
dynamics of the system with its equilibrium uctuations,12 in
which the Stokes shi is evaluated by the equilibrium time
correlation function of the solute–solvent interactions on the
ground or the excited state surface.13–17 Correspondingly, spec-
troscopic measurements of the Stokes shi enable the assess-
ment of equilibrium solvation dynamics, which is usually
difficult by direct experimental observations.

The application of linear response theory on Stokes shi has
achieved remarkable success.9,13–15,17–22 Nevertheless, the validity
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of linear response theory is interpreted differently in litera-
tures.23–29 Using the equilibrium properties of the unperturbed
surface, the ground state linear response approach is employed
in numerous systems.13,15,16,30 This treatment, originating from
the perturbation theory,12 assumes the perturbation to be much
less than the Boltzmann energy kBT and is oen inapplicable for
the Stokes shi. Gaussian statistics on the excited state surface
ensures the rigorous validity of linear response theory, even
though the initial congurations of the non-equilibrium
process are far from the equilibrium minimum.25,31 This argu-
ment in favour of the excited-state linear response theory has
been well-supported by a number of studies. For example, Li's
theoretical investigations show the consistent dynamics
between the Stokes shi and excited state equilibrium uctua-
tions for the protein Staphylococcus nuclease, which are clearly
different from the ground state equilibrium ones.26,32 Heid et al.
have thoroughly tested the ground and excited state linear
response theory for different benzene-like solutes and
concluded that the ground state linear response approach is not
recommended.27,33

Laird and Thompson have previously shown that linear
response theory is validated due to the factorizing of the high
order time correlation functions into the lower ones.25,31,34 Li and
co-workers further explicitly decomposed the total energy shi
into the summation of all the time correlation functions.26,35

Whether those orders with the dominant contributions obey the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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same dynamics as the linear one, as characterized by Gaussian
statistics, sets the validity of linear response theory. This mech-
anism is supported by investigations in the protein.26 In this
context, we further examined the linear response for a single
tryptophan in aqueous solution using molecular simulations
(MD). The uorescence Stokes shi experiments of tryptophan
have been performed extensively.8,36–40 The internal conversion
between the two excited state singlets of the tryptophan indole
occurs within sub-picoseconds. The lifetime of the chromophore
is longer than 500 picoseconds.36 These properties enable tryp-
tophan to be an ideal optical probe to study the hydration
dynamics in bulk water and proteins. Molecular dynamics
simulations of tryptophan in bulk water were performed owing to
the following merits. Firstly, the simulation results can be
compared with the experimental results. Furthermore, it is
feasible to acquire sufficient sampling data on the congura-
tional space for such a simple system, which is always a bottle-
neck in the complex proteins. The multiple non-equilibrium MD
simulations were designed to propagate on the excited state
surface with the initial congurations not necessarily sampled
from the ground state equilibrium minimum. The connections
with the system's equilibrium statistics were examined to analyze
the origin of linear response theory. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows. The descriptions of the theory and the
simulation details are rstly presented. The simulation results
are shown in the discussions. Finally, the results are summarized
in the conclusion session.

Theory and simulation details

In uorescence experiments, Stokes shi depicts the non-
equilibrium ensemble average of the solute–solvent interac-
tion by DES(t) ¼ hdDE(t)i propagating on the excited state
surface, where the initial congurations are sampled over the
ground state equilibrium minimum. For each conguration,
the solute–solvent interaction is dened as dDE ¼ b(DE(t) �
hDEie), where DE is the energy difference of the system between
the excited and ground state surface, and the bracket h/ie
represents the average over the excited state equilibrium. The

scaling factor b ¼ 1
kBT

is introduced to enable the interaction

dDE of a dimensionless variable. Due to the equality dDE(f) ¼
0 in the long time limit, the normalized solvation time corre-

lation function is evaluated by SðtÞ ¼ DESðtÞ
DESð0Þ to depict the

dynamics of the non-equilibrium relaxation.
In literature, Stokes shi is also evaluated by

DESðtÞ ¼ hdDEðtÞedDEie
hedDEie

.5,25 By applying Taylor expansion on

edDE, DES(t) is correlated with the various order equilibrium
time correlation hdDE(t)dDE(0)nie on the excited state surface.
Our previous work further rearranges the time correlation
function into26

SnðtÞ ¼ hdDEðtÞdDEð0Þnie
¼

ð
dðdDEÞdDEð0; tÞPnðdDEÞ (1)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
The accumulation hdDE(t)dDE(0)nie is thus converted into an
integration over dDE. dDE(0,t) is interpreted as follows. For
a given value of dDE, the related congurations are sampled
over the excited state equilibrium uctuations. Upon the
evolution of the time interval t, each conguration results in
a solute–solvent interaction. dDE(0,t) is referred to as the
average of the above propagated energies. Therefore, dDE(0,t)
relies on both dDE and time t. The value of dDE(0,0) at time zero
is naturally dDE itself. Pn(dDE) ¼ dDEnPe(dDE) is the weight
function and Pe(dDE) is the excited state equilibrium distribu-
tion. Sn(t) is thus pictured as the ensemble summation over
a branch of dDE(0,t) weighted with the weight function Pn(dDE).
Sn(t) relaxes and decays to zero in the long time limit. The decay

rate is characterized by cnðtÞ ¼ SnðtÞ
Snð0Þ. Obviously, those dDE, like

the stationary points on the weight function Pn(dDE), take the
most signicant contributions over the summation and domi-
nantly control the dynamics of Sn(t). It is noted that Sn(0) ¼Ð
d(dDE)dDEPn(dDE) can be calculated for a given distribution

Pe(dDE) and the associated weight function Pn(dDE).
Dynamic Stokes shi is correlated with all the time correla-

tion functions Sn(t).25,31 The explicit decomposition can be
found in our previous work,26 and here is a concise presenta-
tion. For the non-equilibrium relaxation propagating on the
excited state surface, the initial distribution of the solute–
solvent interactions is represented as the summation of all the
weight functions by

PI(dDE) ¼
P

fnPn(dDE) (2)

where, PI(dDE) could be the equilibrium distribution of the
ground state, or that of the substates of the ground state, or
even an arbitrary distribution. The coefficient fn for the n-th
order can be solved by analytical or numerical methods.26,35

Stokes shi is thus deemed as the summation of all the Sn(t) by

DES(t) ¼
P

fnSn(t) ¼
P

fnSn(0)cn(t) (3)

The n-th order contributes fnSn(0) to the total Stokes shi
with the dynamics characterized by cn(t). Giving Gaussian
statistics of the solute–solvent interaction on the excited state
surface, Wick's theorem enables the even order S2n(t) to disap-
pear, and all the odd S2n+1(t) to exhibit the same decay rates
by25,41

c2n+1(t) ¼ c1(t) (4)

Therefore, the Stokes shi merely arises from the odd order
time correlation function with the contribution f2n+1S2n+1(0)
from the order 2n + 1. Both f2n+1 and S2n+1(0) can be
evaluated by the Gaussian type weight function

P2nþ1ðdDEÞ ¼ dDE2nþ1e
�dDE2=2s2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ps2

p , in which PeðdDEÞ ¼ e�dDE
2=2s2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ps2
p

is the excited state Gaussian distribution with the width s.
According to eqn (4), the solvation time correlation function
remains consistent with the odd order time correlation func-
tions, namely the linear one by
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18348–18354 | 18349
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S(t) ¼ c1(t) (5)

The above derivations validate the linear response theory of
Stokes shi with the excited state Gaussian uctuations.
MD simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations were conducted using the
GROMACS program package42 combined with the SPC/E water
model. GROMOS96 force eld43 was applied for the ground state
tryptophan. The charges of the excited state indole was taken
from the reference,44 and the charges of the reference states are
shown in ESI.† The temperature was set at 298 K for the MD
simulations, and it was set at 353 K for the equilibrium simu-
lation of the state gT1

.

Results and discussion
Excited state equilibrium properties

MD simulations on the excited state surface were rstly
employed to probe the equilibrium properties of tryptophan in
aqueous solution. As exhibited in the methodology section, the
solute–solvent interaction dDE is the central quantity for the
evaluation of linear response theory. The equilibrium distri-
bution of dDE is displayed in Fig. 1a, showing the Gaussian

prole PeðdDEÞ ¼ e�dDE
2=2s2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ps2
p with s of 3.8. Correspondingly, the

free energy surface of dDE (not presented) exhibits a parabolic

curve. The resulting weight functions PnðdDEÞ ¼ dDEn e
�dDE2=2s2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ps2

p
were also plotted for the odd orders 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 (Fig. 1b). All
the curves show the anti-symmetric structure, in which two
stationary points locate at �3.8, �6.6, �8.5, �10.1 and �11.4,
respectively, for the above orders. These values of dDE play
a critical role in the dynamics of Sn(t) due to their prevailing
weight for the ensemble summation in eqn (1). It is noted that
the higher the order, the farther the separation of their
stationary points from the origin.

We further examined the decay rates of the odd order
S2n+1(t). By equivalently accumulating hdDE(t)dDE(0)2n+1ie over
the excited state equilibrium, S2n+1(t) was derived for the orders
1, 3, 5, 7 and 9. Ideally, one would like to acquire various order
time correlation functions, as many as possible, to examine the
Fig. 1 (a) Equilibrium probability distribution of the solute–solvent
interactions for the excited state. (b) Weight functions for the orders 1,
3, 5, 7, and 9. The heights were scaled for visual clarity. The stationary
points of the 1-st order are shown by the cross symbol.
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dynamics of the spontaneous uctuations. However, the accu-
rate evaluation of S2n+1(t) requests abundant samplings on
those dDE at and around the stationary points of the weight
function, which is obviously difficult for the higher orders.
Hence, we merely calculated the time correlation functions up
to the 9-th order. The normalized form c2n+1(t) was calculated
and is displayed in Fig. 2. All the curves surprisingly exhibit
almost the same decay rates. The relaxation processes are
characterized by an inertial decay on the femtosecond time
scale, and the dynamics on a few picoseconds correlated to the
rotational/diffusional motion of the water molecules. The
identical relaxation processes of these orders verify the
Gaussian statistics of the energy uctuations on the excited
state surface. Its critical role in the non-equilibrium relaxations
was further examined in the following context.
Non-equilibrium relaxations versus equilibrium uctuations

Stokes shi depicts the ensemble average of the solute–solvent
interactions, in which the non-equilibrium trajectories propa-
gate on the excited state (e) surface with the initial congura-
tions sampled from the ground state (g) equilibrium. To unravel
the connection between the non-equilibrium and equilibrium
processes, we specically designed the non-equilibrium trajec-
tories propagating on the excited state surface, whereas the
sampling of the initial congurations were tuned not neces-
sarily from the ground state minimum. To serve the initial
conguration sampling, several additional equilibrium simu-
lations were performed by modulating either the simulation
temperature or the potential parameters (SI). Compared with
the ground state simulation, a high temperature of 353 K was
set for a broader visit over the conguration space, providing
the equilibrium state termed as gT1

. Similarly, the partial
charges on indole were tuned to enable the conguration
sampling deviating from the ground state equilibrium, referred
to as the state gq1

and gq2
. For all the states g, gT1

, gq1
and gq2

, the
equilibrium distributions PI(dDE) of the solute–solvent inter-
action were rstly derived (Fig. 3). All the curves show the
shied Gaussian forms. The proles of the states gT1

and g take
the same center, but with a larger width for the former. For the
states gq1

and gq2
, the energy distributions obviously deviate

from the ground state prole.
Fig. 2 Normalized time correlation functions c2n+1(t) of the odd
orders. The decay rates are the same up to the 9-th order.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 Probability distributions of dDE computed from equilibrium
simulations of the initial states described in the context. The shifted

Gaussian function PIðdDEÞ ¼ e�ðdDE�XIÞ2=2sI 2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2psI2

p for the state g, gT1
, gq1

and

gq2
, in which the center XI is 16.0, 16.0, 10.8 and 46, and the associated

width sI is 4.0, 4.3, 4.1 and 3.9, respectively. The excited state distri-
bution (e) is also plotted for comparison.
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Non-equilibrium simulations were performed by propa-
gating trajectories on the excited-state surface with the initial
congurations sampled from the equilibrium uctuations of
the states g, gT1

, gq1
and gq2

. We rstly inspected the total energy
shis by applying DES(0) ¼

Ð
d(dDE)dDEPI(dDE), which are 16.0,

16.0, 10.8 and 46 for the above non-equilibrium processes,
respectively. By further projecting the initial distribution
PI(dDE) into the Gaussian type weight functions (eqn (2)), DES(0)
was decomposed into the contributions of the odd order time
correlation functions by f2n+1S2n+1(0) (Fig. 4). The peak energy of
PI(dDE), namely the center of the prole, noties the order of
the weight function making the maximum contribution. For
example, the center of PI(dDE) is 10.8 for the state gq1

, residing
closely to the stationary point (10.1) of the 7-th weight function.
Correspondingly, f7S7(0) of the 7th order contributes maximally
among all the time correlation functions. The same corre-
spondences are observed for the states g, gT1

, and gq2
. For both

the states g and gT1
, the maximum contribution to the energy

decomposition arises from the 17-th order, which is attributed
to the close residence between the center (16.0) of their PI(dDE)
and the stationary point (15.7) of the 17-th weight function.
However, about 80% of the contributions to DES(0) arise from
Fig. 4 The total energy decay DES(0) is decomposed into the contri-
butions of the odd order weight functions by f2n+1S2n+1(0). For the
state gq2

, only the representative orders are presented for visual clarity.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
the order 9–25 for the state g, and from the order 7–29 for the
state gT1

. The broader distribution PI(dDE) of the latter enables it
to correlate with more weight functions than the ground state
ones. For the state gq2

, the orders of 121–163 contribute 82% to
the total energy shi. The maximum contribution is from the
145-th order. The associated stationary point (45.8) is close to
the center (46.0) of the initial distribution PI(dDE).

The time relaxations of DES(t) were obtained for the non-
equilibrium processes, in which the inital congurations were
sampled from the states g, gq1

, gT1
and gq2

respectively (Fig. 5).
The normalized solvation time correlation functions S(t) were
compared with the excited state time correlation functions c1(t)
to check the validity of linear response theory. As a result of
Gaussian statistics, Stokes shi is represented as the summa-
tion of all the odd order time correlation functions by

DES(t) ¼ f2n+1S2n+1(0)c2n+1(t) (6)

The energy allocations of the total decay DES(0) are shown in
Fig. 4. For the states g, gq1

, gT1
, those orders taking the most

dominant contributions are the lower ones. Their equilibrium
time correlation functions c2n+1(t) obey the same dynamics as
the linear one c1(t) owing to Gaussian statistics of the energy
variable dDE. Therefore, the non-equilibrium solvation time
correlation S(t) remains consistent with c1(t) as expected by
linear response theory. In contrast, the non-equilibrium
dynamics of the state gq2

are evidently different from c1(t). In
this case, most of the energy contributions are from the higher
orders. For example, the maximum contribution is from the
Fig. 5 Top panel: linear order equilibrium time correlation function c1
(black) agrees with the nonequilibrium solvation time correlation
function for the state g, gT1

and gq1
, and disagrees with the state gq2

.
Bottom panel: tryptophan and water molecules within 3 �A of indole
from aMD trajectory. The arrow shows the time scale upon the photon
excitation of indole from the ground state g. At the instant of photon
excitation (time zero), the water molecules fluctuate around indole; at
200 fs, water molecules rapidly reorients; at 1 ps, water molecules
rotate and translate.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 18348–18354 | 18351
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145-th order. For those very high orders, the equilibrium time
correlation functions of c2n+1(t) can hardly be accumulated due
to sampling difficulties. We speculate that their dynamics are
different from the linear order c1(t) due to the deviation of the
Gaussian statistics, causing discrepancy between the non-
equilibrium dynamics and the linear response expectation.
Therefore, both the success and failure of linear response
theory were observed and the mechanisms were interpreted. We
also compared the simulation with the experimental results, in
which the relaxation DES(t) of the state g corresponds to the
experimental measurements of Stokes shi. The simulated
solvation time correlation function of the state g is tted with

the function SðtÞ ¼ A e
�
� t
s1

�2

þ B e�
t
s2 , leading to the inertial

decay s1 of 170 femtosecond and s2 of 1.0 picosecond. The
simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental
measurements, which shows the dynamics of 1.6 picoseconds
upon the initial ultrafast decay for the tryptophan solution.45

The molecular mechanism for the biphasic relaxation is shown
in Fig. 5 (bottom panel). The time scale s1 is mostly attributed to
the reorientation motion of the neighboring water molecules of
indole, and s2 is linked with the rotational and diffusional
motions of water.

For the non-equilibrium solvation time correlation func-
tion S(t) of the state gq2

, we further probed the molecular origin
for the failure of linear response theory. The solvation struc-
tures in the proximity of indole were examined for gq2

and the
excited state, which provided the most relevant information on
the initial and nal conguration over the non-equilibrium
process. The articial charge modulation on the state gq2

makes a signicant change in its dipole moment compared
with the excited state, which is 9.7 D and 5.1 D, respectively,
with an angle ip of 137� (Fig. S2 in ESI†). As a result, the
solvation structure in proximity to indole was signicantly
rearranged. Fig. 6 displays the typical snapshots for the two
states. The average number of water molecules within 3 �A of
the nitrogen atom is 2.3 and 1.1 for the state gq2

and the
excited state, respectively. Therefore, the H-bond structure
between the solute and the solvents vary signicantly over
non-equilibrium relaxation. This gross change in the solvation
structure, as reported in literatures,24,46,47 correlates with the
discrepancy between the non-equilibrium and equilibrium
Fig. 6 Representative snapshots of the state gq2
and the excited state

in equilibrium. Indole is presented in cyan, in which the nitrogen atom
is in blue. The backbone of tryptophan is in grey. Water molecules
within 3 �A of the nitrogen are shown.
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dynamics and accounts for the breakdown of linear response
theory.

Equilibrium time correlation functions of initial states

In numerous studies, linear response theory of Stokes shi has
been evaluated by applying the ground state equilibrium time
correlation functions.13,15 From the previous discussions, the
dynamics of S(t) are almost the same for the non-equilibrium
relaxations initiated of the states g, gq1

and gT1
, which are well

characterized by the excited state linear response approach c1(t).
It is worth probing the equilibrium dynamics for these unper-
turbed states. The normalized linear order time correlation

function
hdDEðtÞdDEð0ÞiI
hdDEð0ÞdDEð0ÞiI

is accumulated over the equilib-

rium uctuations of the states g, gq1
and gT1

(Fig. 7). Here, the
bracket h/iI represents the average over the initial state equi-
librium. All the curves show obviously different decay rates.
Compared with the excited state c1(t), only the state g shows
similar dynamics. The dynamics are slightly slower for the state
gq1

and faster for the state gT1
due to the articial setting of

a higher temperature. Therefore, the decay rates of DES(t) for
these nonequilibrium processes directly correlate with the nal
state Gaussian uctuations, despite the distinct equilibrium
dynamics of their initial states. Consequently, the excited state
linear response approach is recommended to characterize the
relaxation of Stokes shi. On the other hand, it is also noted
that the time correlation function of the state g is similar to that
of the excited state c1(t). This similarity indicates that the
ground state linear response theory may provide a reasonable
evaluation on Stokes shi, once the associated equilibrium
dynamics agree with the excited state ones. This observation is
consistent with the literature results, wherein numerous
systems show the accuracy of the ground state linear response
theory.13,15

Width dynamics

The non-stationarity of Gaussian statistics is linked with the
inefficiency of linear response theory in literatures.23,31,33 At
a specic time t upon the perturbation during the non-
Fig. 7 Linear order time correlation functions accumulated over the
equilibrium fluctuations of the state g, gT1

and gq1
. The results show

diverse dynamics, although the non-equilibrium dynamics initiated of
these states are all well characterized by the excited state linear
response approach c1.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 8 Time evolution of width during non-equilibrium relaxations
initiated of the state g, gq1

, gT1
and gq2

. The connections with the
appropriateness of the linear response theory are discussed in the
context.
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equilibrium process, the probability distribution of the solute–
solvent interactions is depicted by the Gaussian function

e�ðdDE�XðtÞÞ2=2sðtÞ2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2psðtÞ2

q , in which the prole center X(t) and width s(t)

are obtained by X(t) ¼ hdDEit and s(t)2 ¼ hdDE2it � hdDEit2,
respectively. The bracket h/it represents the average over the
energy ensemble at the time t. The time evolutions of the width
s(t) are derived over the non-equilibrium processes to depict the
stationarity of the Gaussian statistics (Fig. 8). The width
decreases slightly for the states g, gq1

and obviously narrows for
the state gT1

. Linear response theory successfully depicts the
non-equilibrium dynamics of DES(t) for all these three states (in
Fig. 5). For the state gq2

, the width dynamics show a large
intermediate broadening right on perturbation. Meanwhile,
linear response evaluation fails to describe the non-equilibrium
event. Our integrated observations thus do not show the explicit
correlation between the non-stationarity of Gaussian statistics
and the validity of linear response theory.
Conclusion

We systematically examined linear response theory for trypto-
phan in aqueous solution. For multiple non-equilibrium relax-
ations not necessarily initiated from the ground state
minimum, the excited state Gaussian statistics were assigned to
account for the validity of linear response theory. On the other
hand, the breakdown of linear response theory was also
observed for a non-equilibrium process driven far from the
equilibrium minimum. Parabolic curvature of the free energy
surface could distort and Gaussian statistics deviate, leading to
the failure of linear response theory. Our results, therefore,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
verify the connection between the excited state Gaussian uc-
tuations and the dynamics of the non-equilibrium relaxations.

The mechanism of linear response theory has been carefully
examined in literature. Heid and co-workers found that a large
intermediate broadening for the width of the energy distribu-
tion correlates with a failure of the time correlation function to
describe the non-equilibrium event.27 Our observations coin-
cide with their conclusion. Among the non-equilibrium
processes, the only case with the failure of linear response
theory shows the strong peculiarity of width dynamics, namely
intermediate broadening, and all the others with the success of
linear response theory show either relatively stable or gradual
narrowing of width. Therefore, the abrupt change, and not the
absolute change, of the width links to the failure of linear
response theory. How this specicity of the width dynamics
inherently correlates with the non-Gaussian statistics, as
assigned to be the origin of nonlinear behavior in this study,
needs further investigations and illumination.
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